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By 1455, Gutenberg was 
tackling far larger projects…
printing copies of the Bible.

Books that once took years 
to produce and would only 
be seen by a select few…

…could now fi nd their way into the 
hands of more than just a few priests 

and monks or a handful of wealthy men.

And the demand for all the new thoughts 
and ideas contained within these printed 

pages was swift. And immediate!

After years of hard work and with his 
completed machine fi nally ready, Gutenberg 

began by printing short projects…

…like a twenty-eight page 
Latin grammar book.

I’ve done 
it! Each book 

is identical and 
error free!

Books that 
once needed months to 
produce a single copy…I 

can now print fi ve hundred 
copies in a week.
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Compared to a standard spinning wheel, 
the spinning jenny could spin multiple 

spools of yarn at the same time.

It allowed a single spinner to do 
the work of four men and women 

operating ordinary spinning wheels.

Larger models soon followed that were 
so much faster than spinning wheels, 

they cost seventy times as much.

It was a device so fast; it could 
spin 128 threads at once.

It was a device so powerful; it needed 
more power to operate than a single 

man or woman could provide.

In a matter of years they were outdated and 
outpaced by Richard Arkwright’s spinning frame.

…much of England was fi xated 
on a very different device.

Spinning technology had fi nally caught up with 
weaving looms when a machine called the spinning 
jenny was invented in 1764 by James Hargreaves.

Where can 
I fi nd enough 

power???
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There was the machine he invented 
to cut and polish marble.

There was the book he published urging 
the British government to create a 
system of bridges and aqueducts.

There were even designs for an 
underwater ship…a submarine.

France and England were at war 
with each other and the design 

was coveted by both sides.

From one design to another, 
it was a constant search for 

that one truly great idea.

That one invention that 
would be remembered.

Maybe I 
should go back to 
the U.S., back to 
Philadelphia…

…and really 
try to get my 
canal ideas in 

the works.
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By the 1840s in America, canals 
and steamships were already being 

replaced by steam locomotives.

Not limited to being near waterways, 
railroads could go seemingly 

anywhere once tracks were laid down.

The rails were faster 
than steamship...

averaging 24 kilometers 
per hour by 1840.

And that meant goods could 
be shipped cheaper too.

Bigger. Faster. Stronger.

But every new advance and 
change came with casualties.

And in Dunfermline, Scotland, those 
changes and casualties weren’t due 

to steam powered locomotives…

To test the limits and go 
beyond what was possible.

Bigger. Faster. Stronger. That 
seemed to be the goal of aspiring 

inventors and engineers everywhere.
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While we all know that large scale industrialization 
began in the eighteenth century, the Industrial 
Revolution truly began in Germany with Johannes 
Gutenberg and his printing press. His innovation 
made it possible to mass produce books, which 
spread literacy and knowledge all across Europe. 
It was in the eighteenth century, however, that 
manual labor was being replaced by what we 
today know as machines. First in Europe came 
Thomas Newcomen and James Watt and the 
steam engine. Then came John Kay and his fl ying 
shuttle, which led to the development of the textile 
industry. Then, in the United States, were Robert 
Fulton and his steamboat and Eli Whitney and 
his cotton gin. Finally, it was Henry Ford whose 
mass produced vehicles made cars affordable to 
all. The Industrial Revolution continues to this day 
as formerly less developed countries, especially 
in Asia, have taken to rapid industrialization to 
improve their economy.
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